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ABSTRACT 
 

This culminating experience research project explores the parameters 

needed to predict the water quality levels for use in different climatic conditions 

pre and post monsoon from 2018 to 2020 in Telangana State, India. A study was 

conducted on the water quality analysis by using linear regression with water 

quality Index in Telangana region. However, in this study we are replicating the 

water quality analysis by using stack model and machine learning algorithms 

such as Light Gradient Boosting Machine, Random Forest, and Artificial Neural 

Network. The research Questions are: Q1. What are the sources of the 

significant parameters that impact groundwater quality in a location? Q2. Will the 

use of the stacked model analysis approach produce different results when 

applied to the Telangana dataset? Q3. How does the size and nature of a 

dataset impact the effectiveness of ensemble techniques, such as stacking, for 

addressing class imbalance in groundwater quality prediction models? The 

findings are: 1. Sodium and Magnesium parameters values have been calculated 

for Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) for the ground water samples. Based on 

these parameter electrical conductivity EC and SAR values, Salinity hazard 

values calculated and converted into different classes like Low C1 (EC<250), 

Medium C2 (EC 250 – 750), High C3 (750-2250), Very High C4 (>2250). Sodium 

Hazard Classes Low S1 (SAR < 10), Medium S2 (SAR 10 – 18), High S3 (SAR 
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18-26), Very High S4 (SAR > 26). In comparing of 2018, 2019 and 2020 dataset 

of water quality analysis, increased in ranges Sodium (5.07 to 748), Calcium (1.2 

to 640.0), Magnesium (4.86 to 457.02), Electrical Conductivity (102 to 9499). 2. 

Stacked models achieved the best performance with use of different classifiers in 

terms of accuracy (the individual models of Random forecast 97%, Light GBM 

97% and calculation of two predicted probability values passes through ANN 

which model accuracy increasers to 98%) to predict the water quality by 

collecting the data from different regions and climatic conditions based on the 

suitability of water salinity and sodium content. 3. To manage imbalanced data 

and increase prediction accuracy by calculating the model performance by using 

classification report of random forest, LGBM and ANN these are the values which 

are varying in performance F1 Score. For Class Marginal (RF-0.63), (LGBM-

0.67), ANN increased to performance to (0.76). Class Poor (RF-0.95), (LGBM-

0.95), ANN increased to performance to (0.96), Class Very Poor (RF-0.77), 

(LGBM-0.77), ANN increased to performance to (0.86). For classes Excellent 

and good F1 Score for 3 models are1 and for Permissible three models got 0.99. 

The conclusions are: 1. This Research provides helpful information to understand 

and handle the potential risks of salinity and sodium in the researched region by 

classifying the salinity hazard levels into four classes (C1 to C4 and S1 to S4) 

based on electrical conductivity (EC) and SAR values. 2. To conclude, our 

research demonstrates that stacked models, employing different classifiers, have 

proven to be highly effective in predicting water quality with remarkable accuracy. 
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When we utilized the predicted probability values by passing them through the 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN), the accuracy further improved to an impressive 

98%. 3. The stacked model technique, which combines random forest, light 

GBM, and ANN, seems to be an effective means of dealing with imbalanced data 

and enhancing prediction accuracy. The significant improvement in F1 Scores for 

a few classes, especially when using ANN, demonstrates how effectively this 

ensemble approach handles challenging classification problems.  

Furthermore, emerging areas for future research that emerged from this 

study include the opportunity for training and testing using our model with a 

larger dataset and modifying different hypermeters for further improvement.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Water is a fundamental resource for human survival and the health of 

ecosystems, playing a critical role in maintaining the well-being of humans, 

animals, and ecosystems. However, human activities can lead to contamination 

and deterioration of water quality, particularly in water-scarce areas where 

groundwater serves as a crucial source of drinking water and irrigation (Azrour et 

al., 2021). A study was conducted on the water quality analysis by using linear 

regression with WQI water quality Index in Telangana region (Saikrishna et al., 

2020). However, in this study we are replicating the water quality analysis by 

using stack model and machine learning algorithms such as Light Gradient 

Boosting Machine, Random Forest, and Artificial Neuro Network. To implement 

the accurate and reliable water quality prediction models are necessary to 

assess environmental and health risks, as well as to monitor and control water 

quality (Kumar et al., 2017). Nevertheless, developing such models is 

challenging due to the complex relationships between water quality parameters 

and the multitude of influencing factors. 

These Factors can by influenced by numerous interconnected variables 

such as temperature, dissolved oxygen levels, pH, turbidity, nutrient 

concentrations, and the presence of pollutants. These parameters do not act in 

isolation but interact with one another, creating intricate and dynamic 
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relationships that are often difficult to untangle. Moreover, external factors like 

land use, climate patterns, human activities, and natural processes further 

complicate the picture, as they can exert significant influence on water quality. To 

build accurate and reliable models, scientists and researchers must account for 

these complex relationships, considering both direct and indirect influences on 

water quality parameters. It requires comprehensive data collection, 

sophisticated analytical techniques, and advanced modelling approaches to 

unravel these intricate relationships and develop effective tools for water quality 

assessment and management.  

        This study finds that Telangana region sheds light on the major influence of 

human activities on groundwater quality. For instance, a study by (Subba et al., 

2021) in the Yellareddygudem watershed highlighted the impact of human 

activities on groundwater quality, by using Geographical information system 

(GIS) to delineate the seasonal and spatial variations for vulnerable zones 

related to the drinking groundwater quality index (DGQI) and irrigation 

groundwater quality index (IGQI). Furthermore, Studies have also emphasized 

on evaluating groundwater quality in specific areas of Telangana. 

(Durgasrilakshmi et al., 2021) assessed the groundwater quality in the Uppal 

Kalan area and found severe pollution, with non-compliance to drinking water 

standards. Experts recommended regular monitoring, appropriate treatment, and 

further research to investigate pollution-causes and its impact on human health. 

Similarly, (Suresh et al., 2017) examined water contamination in Kandlakoya 
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Village caused by industrial operations and domestic waste, emphasizing the 

negative effects on human health.   

  To Examine the water contamination in particular region, Machine learning 

algorithms have proven to be valuable tools in predicting water quality and have 

been successfully utilized in various environmental monitoring applications 

(Wang et al., 2018). This study focused on machine learning tools, mainly MLP 

Algorithms demonstrated their effectiveness in enhancing the accuracy and 

reliability of predictive models. Their ability to handle large and complex datasets 

enables them to capture the intricate relationships between water quality 

parameters and influencing factors. By analysing historical data, machine 

learning models can identify patterns and correlations that may not be easily 

discernible through traditional statistical methods. Moreover, these algorithms 

can adapt and learn from new data, continuously improving their predictive 

capabilities (El Baba et al., 2020). 

 

Problem Statement  

  The main objective of this culminating experience project is to provide a 

comprehensive overview of groundwater quality assessment in Telangana by 

synthesizing the findings of various case studies conducted in the region. It is 

facing severe contamination due to human activities such as industrialization, 

urbanization practices. This study major focuses on the Imbalance in ground 

water quality predictions using various type of stacked models, which would be 
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helpful to predict the ground water quality accuracy and reliability. Another aspect 

to work on this study combination of various parameters which are impacted on 

ground water quality in Telangana Region. Another considerable factor of this 

research work on Stacked model-based machine learning algorithms which 

predicts the drastic changes in climatic conditions and other parameters in water 

quality.  The outcomes of this study will contribute to a better tool for analysing 

groundwater quality and its implications for human health and ecosystems, 

facilitating effective water resource management and conservation efforts in 

Telangana and beyond.  

 

Research Questions 

This project will seek to answer the following questions:  

1. What are the sources of the significant parameters that impact groundwater 

quality in the location? (ALMuhisen et al., 2019).   

2. Will the use of the stacked model analysis approach produce different results 

when applied to the Telangana dataset? 

3. How does the size and nature of the dataset impact the effectiveness of 

ensemble techniques, such as stacking, for addressing class imbalance in 

groundwater quality prediction models? (Malek et al., 2022) 
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Organization of Project 

This culminating experience project is organized as follows: Chapter 1 

provided the introduction, Problem statement, Research questions, and 

motivation of the study. Chapter 2 covers the Literature review, Chapter 3 

provide the Methods used to answer the research questions, Chapter 4 covers 

Data collection, Analysis, and findings; and Chapter 5 provides the discussion of 

the Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research.  
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CHAPTER TWO  
 

LITERATURE REVIEW  
  

   
  
Q1. What are the sources of the significant parameters that impact groundwater 

quality in the location? 

Water quality in location state is required for food security, cattle feeding, 

industrial production, and environmental conservation.  However, the scarcity of 

water is becoming a growing concern due to both natural and human causes. 

Water quality decreasing caused by the accumulation of industrial waste, solid 

waste, pollutions, contaminated materials in water systems like canals, rivers, 

ponds, and lakes (Guleria et al., 2018).  

 In regions with low rainfall and limited surface water resources, 

groundwater plays a crucial role in sustaining communities and supporting 

agricultural needs. (Singh et al., 2019) By conducted a study in a hyper-arid 

location to analyse the quality of groundwater and by employing multivariate 

statistical analysis, the researchers collected and examined total 43 groundwater 

samples. They utilized techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) 

and hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) to understand the complex 

interrelationships among various physicochemical variables that affect 

groundwater quality in the study area.  

Furthermore, the statistical techniques revealed that the variables in the 

groundwater samples were highly associated with one another. The study 
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discovered that cluster analysis was a good approach for determining the spatial 

similarity between the contributing variables (Reghunath et al., 2002). According 

to (Singh et al., 2019) conducted a study that used multivariate statistical 

analysis to analyse groundwater quality in a hyper-arid location. The findings of 

the study have significant implications for groundwater management and 

protection in hyper-arid locations, where the sustainable use and conservation of 

groundwater resources are particularly crucial (Huang et al., 2019). 

Q2. Will the use of the stacked model analysis approach produce different results 

when applied to the Telangana dataset? 

A significant study conducted by (Deepika et al., 2020) emphasizes the 

importance of groundwater quality parameters in evaluating the suitability of 

groundwater for various applications such as domestic, industrial, agricultural, 

and environmental purposes. These Parameters such as pH, electrical 

conductivity, total dissolved solids, chlorides, total hardness, nitrates, sulphates, 

sodium, calcium, and magnesium are commonly used to assess groundwater 

quality. The APHA method was used to determine the physicochemical 

parameters of the water samples, and the Water Quality Index (WQI) was used 

to express the quality of the groundwater. The findings indicated that two sites 

had poor groundwater quality, primarily due to high levels of nitrate 

contamination and extreme water hardness. The region's groundwater is 

mismatched for both human usage and present-day use in case it isn't managed 

appropriately.  
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            According to Deepika et al., (2020) the Water Quality Index is a thorough 

measure that offers a solitary mathematical benefit to address the general nature 

of a specific water source. It contains various considerable parameters PH, 

Oxygen, Dissolved Solids. The availability of contaminants, this record and it 

imply as a water quality quantitative performance indicator. It will track the water 

quality changes over the time durations. 

           A study by Adimalla et al., (2021) conducted water quality predictions 

based on multiple approaches, where researcher chooses two best approaches 

such as Entropy weighted water Index and Pollution Index groundwater. This 

study shows up that 60% of the groundwater samples has met the level of 

satisfaction for drinking wate and the remaining 40% of the samples were in the 

bad condition for human consumption. Total 63 % water samples are suitable for 

the human consumption as predicted by the pollution index groundwater. This 

study further identified that the groundwater in the region exhibited alkaline 

characteristics, with sodium (Na+) being the most abundant cation and chloride 

(Cl) being the least abundant.    

          These studies shed light on the significance of evaluating groundwater 

quality using various parameters and indices. The findings highlight the need for 

proper water treatment to ensure safe drinking water and sustainable use of 

groundwater resources in the examined regions. The stacked model approach 

has not been used to analyze water quality in the Telangana dataset. 
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Q3. How does the size and nature of the dataset impact the effectiveness of 

ensemble techniques, such as stacking, for addressing class imbalance in 

groundwater quality prediction models?   

 Several studies have focused on water quality prediction models and the 

calculation of the water quality index (WQI) due to the increasing global 

challenge of water quality deterioration. According to Khan et al., (2021) 

researcher employed that a principal component regression approach to predict 

water quality. They used the weighted arithmetic index to calculate the WQI, 

considering various physicochemical properties of water samples. The dataset 

underwent principal component analysis (PCA) to identify the most dominant 

water quality index features, which were then used to forecast the quality Index. 

Also, they have applied Multiple regression algorithms to the principal component 

Analysis output for accurate water quality index prediction. They projected WQI 

was further classified using the Gradient Boosting Classifier, yielding a 95% 

prediction accuracy for the principal component regression method and a 100% 

classification accuracy for the Gradient Boosting Classifier, demonstrating their 

effectiveness compared to state-of-the-art models.  

Elbeltagi et al., (2021) researcher concluded that, when dealing with 

multiple variables, conventional methods for calculating the WQI may be time-

consuming and error prone. To address this, the researchers applied four 

standalone approaches (AR, M5P, RSS, and SVM) using a variable elimination 

technique to predict the WQI. Among these approaches, the additive regression 
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(AR) technique performed the best, exhibiting high prediction precision with a 

small number of input parameters. Based on the performance metrics (R2 = 

0.9993, MAE = 0.5243, RMSE = 0.06356%, RAE = 3.8449, and RRSE = 

3.9925%), the researchers considered AR as a reliable and accurate approach 

for predicting WQI in the research area. An Additive Regression performed well 

for water quality observation and production process. Groundwater is a major 

source of income in particular areas, people are mostly depending on it for the 

agriculture. 

The literature review reveals that, water plays essential roles for all living 

species and the facing a major problem of water insufficiency generated by 

natural and human factors. To examine, government should implement essential 

measures to protect ground water resources. In various regions groundwater is 

actual source of income which is characterized by less rain fall and limited water 

availability. A study conducted that in various locations cluster analysis was an 

effective method for predicting the contributing variables in the ground water. The 

Water Quality Index is an extensive used to measure various water quality 

parameters. Several methodologies have been employed to measure 

groundwater quality, such as the entropy weighted water quality index (EWQI), 

groundwater pollution index (PIG), and traditional as well as standalone 

approaches for predicting WQI. The various methodologies used to measure 

groundwater quality, including the entropy weighted water quality index (EWQI), 

groundwater pollution index (PIG), and the traditional and standalone 
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approaches for predicting WQI. The prediction model is evaluated based on 

performance and error calculation by using MAE, MSE, RMSE and R Square. 

(Ahmad et al., 2022) The findings from such evaluations contribute to the 

advancement of water quality monitoring practices and support informed 

decision-making processes regarding water resource management. 
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CHAPTER THREE   

 

RESEARCH METHODS   

As noted in Chapter 1, this project will seek to answer the following questions:   

1. What are the sources of the significant parameters that impact groundwater 

quality in the location?   

2.Will the use of the stacked model analysis approach produce different results 

when applied to the Telangana dataset?  

3.How does the size and nature of the dataset impact the effectiveness of 

ensemble techniques, such as stacking, for addressing class imbalance in 

groundwater quality prediction models?  

Question 1: What are the sources of the significant parameters that impact 

groundwater quality in the location?  

To gain insights into groundwater quality in Telangana, it’s necessary to 

select a study area that encompasses diverse land uses, geological formations, 

and potential sources of pollution.  The choice of the study area should take into 

consideration the availability of groundwater data and the feasibility of conducting 

field sampling.  

The data collection stage will include the collection of groundwater tests 

from numerous areas inside the region. Wells or boreholes will serve as the 

sources of these samples, and their geographical coordinates will be recorded 

using GPS technology. These tests will at that point experience a comprehensive 

investigation to decide different water quality parameters, counting pH esteem, 
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add up to broken down solids (TDS), nitrates, phosphates, overwhelming metals, 

and other pertinent pointers. Additionally, data regarding land use patterns, 

climate conditions, and geological characteristics will be gathered from reliable 

sources.  

       There are some noticeable factors which are influencing groundwater 

quality, there are data analysis will be conducted and statistical analysis 

techniques, will be implemented to investigate the corelation between 

groundwater quality and their parameters. By finding various parameters, this 

analysis will contribute to the identify pollution-based sources, give the chance to 

get more clarity of their impact in Water Quality. 

Question 2: Will the use of the stacked model analysis approach produce 

different results when applied to the Telangana dataset? 

         To answer this question, we considered two different models Random 

Forest Classifier and of Gradient Boosting Machines algorithm including their 

advantages, and disadvantages on water quality predictions. To research on this 

question Data Preparation played a vast role. To get this comprehensive dataset 

will be containing various parameters related to water quality, which will include 

water quality indices as a Water Quality Index. To predict groundwater quality of 

the region, a stacked model methodology will be use and it involves individual 

base models using Gradient Boosting and Random Forest learning algorithms. 

An ensemble method would be generated by adding the predictions from base 
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models and this prediction will serve as features for the ground water quality by 

using Artificial Neural Network. 

The performance of the stacked ensemble model will be conducted by 

various metrics including Mean Absolute Error, Mean Squared Error, Root Mean 

Squared Errors. This evaluation of ensemble model metrics will provide the 

effectiveness of the stacked model approach in predicting groundwater quality 

with the combination of parameters. 

The Random Forest classifier is problem solving machine learning 

algorithm which perform effective calculations and develop multiple decision 

trees for their combine outputs (Kumar et al., 2017). This algorithm is adaptable 

because it can handle both numerical and categorical data and is well-suited for 

datasets with many features (Blanchet et al., 2021). However, it may not be 

appropriate for small datasets with few features; the dataset's size and 

complexity should be taken into consideration (Hemant et al., 2017). The Key 

parameters to consider for the Random Forest algorithm include the number of 

trees, maximum tree depth, and the number of features at each split (Boulesteix 

et al., 2022). These numbers of trees should be carefully selected to capture 

dataset complexity without overfitting, using approaches like cross-validation and 

heuristic rules (Louppe et al., 2014).  

  The maximum tree depth also impacts model performance, where a 

balance between capturing relationships and avoiding overfitting should be 

achieved (Probst et al., 2019). The Random Forest algorithm has advantages in 
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handling complex relationships and robustness to noisy data, making it suitable 

for various applications (Ahmed et al., 2015). However, it can be computationally 

expensive with many trees and prone to overfitting in the presence of noisy or 

high-dimensional data (Salles et al., 2015). When implementing the Random 

Forest algorithms, Python libraries and programming languages are used and 

evaluating these algorithm's performance with metrics such as accuracy, 

precision, recall, and F1 score is essential, and optimizing its performance 

involves adjusting hyperparameters like the number of trees, maximum tree 

depth, and the number of features considered at each split.  

 

 

Figure 1: Random Forest Model  
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Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM) is a widely used and effective 

ensemble learning algorithm in machine learning applications (Aggarwal et al., 

2018). It combines multiple weak learners to create a strong predictive model, 

making it suitable for complex and large datasets. GBM is versatile and can 

handle both numerical and categorical data, as well as noisy and missing data 

(Jordanov et al., 2017). It excels in situations that demand high accuracy and can 

capture complex relationships between features. Moreover, GBM finds 

applications in various tasks such as classification and regression (Kawaguchi et 

al., 2021).  

           When utilizing GBM, important parameters to consider include the 

learning rate, number of trees, maximum tree depth, and subsampling fraction 

(Gong et al., 2019). These parameters can be adjusted to optimize the model's 

performance. The subsampling fraction determines the proportion of data used to 

train each tree in the ensemble (Natekin et al., 2013). Selecting a fitting 

subsampling division makes contrast expect overfitting and update the 

algorithm's execution. Experimentation and cross-validation are typically 

employed to find the optimal subsampling fraction value.  

     GBM offers several advantages as an ensemble learning algorithm. It 

effectively handles complex and large datasets, is robust against noise and 

missing data, and can be tuned for optimal performance (Feng et al., 2020). It’s 

widely applied in various domains due to its ability to achieve high accuracy and 

versatility in classification and regression tasks. However, it is important to note 
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that GBM can be computationally expensive and may require significant 

computing resources for training large models. Additionally, without proper tuning 

or regularization, GBM is susceptible to overfitting (Park et al., 2018).      

 

 

 

Figure 2: Gradient Boosting Machine  

  

Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) classifiers are widely used in machine 

learning as a type of artificial neural network that consists of multiple layers of 

interconnected nodes or "neurons". Multi-layer Perceptron classifiers are known 

for their remembrance complex designs and cope up with miscellaneous tasks 
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and the key parameters to consider when working with MLP classifiers include 

the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons in each layer, the choice of 

activation function, and the learning rate. These parameters affect the model's 

capacity to capture and represent data designs. MLP classifiers offer advantages 

such as their ability to handle non-linear relationships, flexibility in modelling 

complex decision boundaries, and capability to process both numerical and 

categorical data. However, they can be computationally requesting, particularly 

for huge and high dimensional datasets, and may require cautious regularization 

to anticipate overfitting. While Implementing MLP classifiers involves using 

libraries and programming languages such as Python with popular frameworks 

like scikit-learn or TensorFlow. Evaluating the performance of MLP classifiers 

involves using appropriate metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 

score on a separate test dataset, and tuning hyperparameters to optimize the 

model's performance.  
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Figure 3: Artificial Neural Networks 

 

 

Question 3: How does the size and nature of the dataset impact the effectiveness 

of ensemble techniques, such as stacking, for addressing class imbalance in 

groundwater quality prediction models?  

Dataset creation is an essential step in addressing Question 3 of this 

research study. Various variations of the dataset will be created to explore 

different scenarios, encompassing different dataset sizes and levels of class 

imbalance. The dataset size manipulation will involve randomly selecting subsets 

of different sizes from the original dataset. Additionally, class imbalance will be 

introduced by either oversampling the minority class or under sampling the 

majority class.  
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As same approach described in Question 2, stacked models using ensemble 

techniques, such as stacking, will be developed for each variation of the dataset. 

The base models will be trained on the modified datasets, considering the 

specific dataset size and class distribution characteristics. The ensemble model 

will be constructed by combining the predictions from the base models.  

        The performance of the stacked ensemble models will be thoroughly 

evaluated for each dataset variation. Evaluation metrics such as accuracy, 

precision, recall, F1-score, and the area under the receiver operating 

characteristic curve (AUC-ROC) will be employed. These metrics will provide a 

comprehensive assessment of the model's performance, considering the dataset 

variations, and will aid in understanding the effectiveness of the stacked model 

approach in different scenarios. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter describes the procedures and methods used for data 

collection and analysis for this culminating experience project. The Telangana 

Ground Water Department Dataset is available from 2018 to 2020. For this 

project's purposes, it is important to examine Pre-Monsoon, and post-Monsoon 

Water Quality details in Telangana. Data Contains the below columns: | district | 

mandal | village | temp_id | long_gis | lat_gis | gwl | season | pH | E.C | TDS | 

CO3 | HCO3 | Cl | F | NO3 | SO4 | Na | K | Ca | Mg | T.H | SAR | Classification | 

RSC meq / L | Classification. Some of the attributes have been deleted.  This 

dataset consists of observations of 2018 to 2020 and contains 16 variables. The 

software used to collect the data and perform the analysis was Microsoft Excel.  

The computer program utilized to gather the information and perform the 

examination was Microsoft Excel. The variables of interest for which data was 

collected were attribute names for each chemical with their range value, from 

2018 to 2020. These attributes name contains descriptions and range of value 

like, SO4 sulphates, Na Sodium, K potassium and Ca Calcium. The remainder of 

this chapter covers the data collection, analysis, and findings. 
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Table 1: Ground Water Department Dataset 

S.NO   Attribute name   Description   Range of value   

1   SO4   Sulphates   1 to 860   

2   Na   Sodium   5.07 to 748.1   

3   K   Potassium   0.07 to 354.6   

4   Ca              Calcium   1.2 to 640.0   

5   Mg   Magnesium   4.86 to 457.02    

6   TH   Total hardness   39.99 to 3479.22   

7   HCO3   Bicarbonate   10.13 to 1070   

8   Cl   Chloride   10 to 2480   

9   F   Fluoride   0.04 to 7.7   

10   NO3   Nitrate   0.02 to 1028   

11   pH   Potential of Hydrogen   6.11 to 10.59   

12   EC   Electrical conductivity   102 to 9499   

13   TDS   Total dissolved solids   65.28 to 6079.36   

14   SAR   Sodium adsorption ratio   0.181178 to 31.435063   

15   RSC   Residual Free Chlorine   -59.584539 to 18.200822   

16   Classification          
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Data Information 

Telangana Ground Water Department dataset provides valuable 

information about pre-monsoon water quality in Telangana, allowing for the 

assessment of the suitability of water for various purposes and the identification 

of potential health hazards (Delahaut et al., 2021). In this dataset attribute name 

has chemical name with their descriptions, which contains, SO4 provides 

information about the concentration of sulphate in the water. Elevated levels of 

sulphate in water can cause gastrointestinal issues and other health problems 

(Iyuke et al., 2012). Also, Sodium (Na) in water can cause high blood (Khan et 

al., 2016). Potassium in water can cause health problems (Walia et al., 2007). 

Calcium is a crucial mineral for bone (Eby et al., 2006). Magnesium is an 

important mineral for various body functions, but elevated levels of magnesium in 

water can cause health problems (Eby et al., 2006). Bicarbonate (HCO3) is an 

important buffer in the body, but high levels of bicarbonate in water can cause 

health problems (Casey et al., 2008). Chloride (Cl) causes gastrointestinal health 

problems in the human body (Shahnaz et al., 2013). Fluoride (F) is plays major 

role in human dental health (Abouleish et al., 2016). Nitrate (NO3) high 

concentration can impact the young children’s health drastically (Gruener et al., 

2013). 
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Programming and Libraries 

Python programming language which is useful for building a various mobile 

applications and websites, scientific computing and exploring data. (Hao & Ho, 

2019). 

Data Set Analysis 

  The data set contains the various parameter samples with their ranges. 

PH Potential of Hydrogen, which can rely in the range 6.11 to 10.59. The 

electrical conductivity (E.C.) examine the electric current available in the water, 

which can range from 102 to 9499. The TDS column provides information on the 

total dissolved solids in the water sample, which can range from 65.28 to 

6079.36. SAR (Sodium Adsorption Ratio). The selected columns were SO4, Na, 

K, Ca, Mg, TH, HCO3, Cl, F, NO3, Ph, EC, TDS, SAR, RSC, meg/L, and 

Classification. The range of Sodium Adsorption Ratio can vary between 

0.181178 to 31.435063. Elevated levels of Sodium Adsorption Ratio can cause 

soil degradation and can reduce the productivity of crops (Quillérou et al., 2014). 

RSC provides information about the residual sodium carbonate in the water. 

Elevated level of Residual Sodium Carbonate can cause soil degradation and 

reduce crop yields (Singh et al., 2022). The classification column provides 

information about water classification based on its suitability for irrigation. The 

water quality classification can be suitable, marginally suitable, or unsuitable for 

irrigation (Zahraw et al., 2017).   
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      This research used the Anaconda platform and Jupyter notebooks. It is an 

integrated development environment used primarily by Python programmers for a 

wide range of essential tools for building machine learning models, Firstly, we 

have installed the panda’s library to read the dataset and then load six different 

CSV files into separate data frames. Each CSV file corresponds to pre-monsoon 

and post-monsoon water quality data from the years 2018, 2019, and 2020, and 

each pre-monsoon and post-monsoon dataset is loaded into a separate data 

frame. The classification SO4, Na, K, Ca, Mg, TH, HCO3, Cl, F, NO3, pH, EC, 

TDS, SAR, RSC meq/L were the selected columns. The Classification column 

represents the classification of the water sample based on its quality. The 

suffixes like -2 and +2 were used to represent the charge of the ions in the 

column names. Once the CSV files have been loaded into their respective data 

frames, the columns are being renamed to abbreviations for specific chemical 

elements and water quality parameters. We are concatenating six data frames 

into one single data frame and the resulting data frame will have all the rows of 

the original data frames stacked on top of each other, with the same column 

headers. The original code values in the 'Classification' column with their 

respective quality mapped with the levels.   

         The classification codes C2S1, C3S1, and C4S1 are used to indicate the 

suitability of water for irrigation purposes based on its salinity and sodium 

content. C2S1 indicates water that is safe for irrigation purposes, C3S1 predict 

that water with high level of salinity and low sodium content, that can be used for 
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all types of soil with minimal risk of exchangeable sodium and classification 

codes C4S1 indicates water with high level of salinity and low level of sodium 

content, which is appropriate for plants with good salt tolerance but unsuitable for 

irrigation in soils with restricted drainage. We have split the data into training and 

testing sets using the train_test_split () function from sklearn.model_selection 

module. This allows us to train our machine learning model on a subset of the 

data and evaluate its performance on a separate subset. Based on the target 

variable, we chose the Random Forest and LightGBM machine learning 

calculations from the classification. We are importing the Random Forest 

Classifier from sklearn. ensemble module, importing the LightGBM library and 

initializing a LightGBM classifier, which is an algorithm used for classification 

problems. 

 

Results 

In this section, we are going to compare the findings that we achieved 

from various machine learning algorithms such as Light Gradient Boosting 

Machine, Random Forest, stack models using Artificial Neural Network by 

building classification codes and report as mentioned above and compared those 

results with the results from the previous Telangana Studies. The classification 

report is a function in scikit-learn library that provides report on the performance 

of a classification model and includes important metrics such as precision, recall, 

and F1 score. This report analysed the classification performance and the room 
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of improvement. This Classification performs consistent method of evaluating 

water quality for irrigations. This classification model has the set of rules and 

principles to implement across the regions. 

        Finally, we are implementing Random Forest Classifier model with training 

set using the fit () method and this will allow the model to recall the patterns in 

the data and make predictions accordingly. Random forecast Classifier has 

capacity to handle complex non liner connection between input factors and target 

variables. 

 

 

Table 2: Random Forest Classifier  

Algorithm Additional Parameters 

Information 

Accuracy % 

Random Forest n_estimators=100, 

criterion='gini', 

max_features='sqrt 

97% 

 

Now, we are implementing the library such as LightGBM, to initializing the 

classifiers, and fitting the classifier on the training data X and Y using the Fit 

method. Finally, we are using predict method of Light Classifier to get the 

predictions on Test X and adding them in variable Prediction LGBM.By 

Implementing the predict method will generate the accurate performance of the 
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LightGBM classifier on the Test X.The LightGBM has major advantage to 

customize the training process.  

 

 

Table 3: Accuracy 

Algorithm Additional Parameters 

information 

Accuracy % 

Light GBM max_depth= -1, learning_rate: 

0.1 

97% 

 

 

The classification report provides for each class in the target variable and 

provides an overall accuracy. This report can be used to evaluate the 

performance of the classification model and identify areas for improvement.   

 

 

Table 4: Random Forest for Evaluation 

Each Class Precision Recall F1 Score Support 

Excellent 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 

Good 1.00 1.00 1.00 92 

Marginal 0.83 0.42 0.56 12 

Permissible 0.97 1.00 0.98 289 

Poor 0.95 0.95 0.95 37 

Very Poor 0.83 0.71 0.77 7 
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Table 5: Light GBM   

Each Class Precision Recall F1 Score Support 

Excellent 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 

Good 1.00 1.00 1.00 92 

Marginal 0.78 0.58 0.67 12 

Permissible 0.98 0.99 0.99 289 

Poor 0.95 0.95 0.95 37 

Very Poor 0.83 0.71 0.77 7 

 

 

We followed the stacked model methodology by concatenating predictions 

probability of the random forest model and Light GBM model applied stack model 

predictions by passing by values as input parameters into an Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) multiclass classifier to improve the accuracy of the final 

prediction. 

 

 

Table 6: Accuracy   

Algorithm Additional Parameters information Accuracy % 

ANN num_hidden_layers: 1-3 

hidden_dim: 32-256 

98% 
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The ANN used three hidden layers with 100, 50, and 25 nodes with the 

activation function used in the hidden layers is ReLU. The performance of the 

final prediction is then evaluated using several metrics such as accuracy, 

precision, recall, confusion matrix, and classification report, these metrics are 

calculated provided by the 'sklearn.metrics' module used by Artificial Neuro 

Network. 

 

 

Table 7: Artificial Neural Networks   

Each Class Precision Recall F1 Score Support 

Excellent 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 

Good 1.00 1.00 1.00 92 

Marginal 0.73 0.67 0.70 12 

Permissible 0.98 0.99 0.99 289 

Poor 0.97 0.95 0.96 37 

Very Poor 0.86 0.86 0.86 7 

 

This chapter has presented the analysis process that provides insights 

into the three research questions relating to the Telangana Ground Water 

Department dataset provides valuable information about water quality in 

Telangana, allowing for the assessment of the suitability for various purposes 

and the identification of potential health problems. Chapter 5 next, provides a 

discussion, conclusion, and recommendations for further research
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CHAPTER FIVE  

 

DISCUSSION  

This last chapter will discuss the project findings, and provide a 

conclusion, and areas for further study for each of the three questions.   

Question 1 focuses on the various parameter's values for ground water 

quality like locations, pre and post monsoon of ground water quality information 

with different years. The results from question 1 found that groundwater quality 

data from various locations and time periods were analysed, and it was found 

that pre-monsoon water quality has higher levels of Total hardness (TH) which 

has range of 39.99 to 3479.22 and total dissolved solids in the water sample, 

which can range from 65.28 to 6079.36. SAR (Sodium Adsorption Ratio) and 

Nitrate (NO3) concentration can vary between 0.02 to 1028. The study also 

utilized Random Forest, Light Gradient Boosting Machine and Multi-layer 

Perceptron machine learning algorithms to predict groundwater quality based on 

water salinity and sodium content suitability. 

Question 2 focuses on the Machine Learning algorithms are trained based 

on the historical data by learning the patterns of the features. The results of 

question 2 found that Stacked model achieved 98% accuracy by assembling the 

random forest and LGBM with MLP Classifier. The stacked models achieve the 

best performance with use of different classifiers in terms of accuracy (Random 

forecast 97%, Light GBM 97%, ANN 98%) to predict the water quality by 
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collecting the data from different regions and climatic conditions based on the 

suitability of water salinity and sodium content. A stacked model was created by 

combining the random forest and LGBM algorithms with MLP Classifier. 

Question 3 examined on the classes such as excellent, good, permissible, 

poor, and very poor, imbalanced score has been increased when we applied in 

the stacked models' predictions. These imbalanced data increased in the stacked 

model methodology by concatenating predictions probability of the random forest 

model and Light GBM model applied stack model predictions by passing by 

values as input parameters into an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) multiclass 

classifier to improve the accuracy of the final prediction. These Final Predictions 

are by passing values of 1 Random Forest, LGBM and ANN increase score of 1 

that is excellent prediction. Again, passing support 92 these three stacked 

models increase of 1 that is good. By passing support 289 RF, LGBM and ANN 

scored 0.99 which is permissible. Passing support 37 RF, LGBM and ANN 

scored 0.95, 0.95, 0.96 which is poor. Finally, to know the imbalanced of class in 

water quality Passing support 7 predicted that RF, LGBM scored 0. 77 and ANN 

scored 0.86 which are very poor for the predictions.  

 

Conclusion 

Overall, this study highlights the importance of using advanced data 

analysis techniques to inform better management and protection of groundwater 

resources. This study suggest area to be researched to Optimize 
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hyperparameters for each base model (random forest, light GBM, and ANN) and 

for the overall stacked model. Hyperparameter tuning can significantly affect the 

model's performance, so it's essential to find the best combination for stacked 

models. 

 

Areas of Further Studies 

For Future studies could explore the relationship between climate and 

weather patterns and groundwater quality in more detail. Additionally, it may be 

useful to examine the performance of other machine learning algorithms on 

predicting groundwater quality parameters. Further research may perform an in-

depth analysis of the factors that focus on the need to improve the accuracy of 

the machine learning models to predict the ground water quality based on the 

various soils and climatic conditions. These studies could explore additional 

algorithms to stacked methods for improving the accuracy of the models.  
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